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Gun attack linked to loyalist feud
97% relevance 19/09/2000
A gun attack on a house in which two people escape injury is linked to an ongoing feud
between loyalist paramilitaries in Northern Ireland.

similar stories

Attack linked to loyalist feud
97% relevance 16/09/2000
An attack in which a man was beaten in the Shankill area of west Belfast is linked to a
feud between loyalist paramilitaries.

similar stories

Firebomb attack linked to feud
97% relevance 02/09/2000
A firebomb attack on a house in Northern Ireland is being linked to a violent feud
between loyalist paramilitaries.

similar stories

White car link in prostitute attack
97% relevance 01/08/2000
Detectives investigating the attempted murder of a prostitute appeal for the occupants of
a white car to come forward.

similar stories

Chechnya link to Beirut attack
97% relevance 03/01/2000
A gunman shot dead in Beirut after firing grenades at the Russian embassy is reported to
have been protesting at the assault on Chechnya.

similar stories

Lib Dems attacked over Labour links
97% relevance 14/08/1999
The Liberal Democrat policy of co-operation with the government could split the party,
a leading Conservative has claimed.

similar stories

Rapist linked to 20 attacks
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97% relevance 13/08/1999
A rapist has been linked to at least 20 sex attacks on elderly women over the last seven
years, Scotland Yard has revealed.

similar stories

'Racist' bomb attacks linked
97% relevance 25/04/1999
Police say a bomb attack in the heart of the Bangladeshi community in London was
racist - and they link it to a similar explosion in Brixton last week.

similar stories

HRT link to heart attacks
97% relevance 10/03/1999
Women who start taking hormone replacement therapy after suffering a heart attack may
increasing the risk of having another attack, say researchers.

similar stories

Belgian arson attack link to UK
97% relevance 09/11/1998
Belgian security forces say a series of attacks on burger bars may have been inspired by
the Animal Liberation Front in Britain.

similar stories

Violent attacks 'linked to alcohol'
95% relevance 21/09/2000
One in four people have suffered alcohol-related violence, according to a new survey.

similar stories

Dissidents linked to railway blast
95% relevance 30/06/2000
The chief constable of the Royal Ulster Constabulary says a bomb attack in south
Armagh was probably the work of dissident republicans.

similar stories

Sceptics attack milk link to Crohn's
95% relevance 24/01/2000
Critics say that they need more proof that a bug found in milk could be the cause of a
devastating bowel condition.

similar stories

Loyalists deny bomb attack on pensioner
94% relevance 21/09/2000
Political parties representing rival loyalist paramilitary groups deny these organisations
were involved in a pipe bomb attack on a pensioner's home.

similar stories
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Loyalists wrangle over van bomb
94% relevance 20/09/2000
Two loyalist parties are involved in a dispute about which loyalist organisation was
responsible for a van bomb attack which injured four people.

similar stories

Renewed violence hits Belfast
94% relevance 13/09/2000
A pipe bomb is thrown at the home of a Belfast loyalist politician in violence thought to
be linked to an ongoing loyalist feud.

similar stories

Police probe into gun attack
94% relevance 03/09/2000
The police investigate a gun attack in Carrickfergus, County Antrim.

similar stories

Troops called in after attacks
94% relevance 31/08/2000
Soldiers are sent to a County Antrim town because of fears there may be further attacks
linked to a loyalist feud.

similar stories

Lemerre attacks French press
94% relevance 15/06/2000
French team coach Roger Lemerre has launched a scathing attack on his country's
media.

similar stories

Feud theory in gun attack
94% relevance 29/05/2000
A gun attack on a house in County Down is being linked to a feud within loyalism.

similar stories

'Backlash' attacks on Turkish men
94% relevance 12/04/2000
Police believe attacks on Turkish men in Sheffield and Essex could be linked to the
murders of two Leeds fans.

similar stories

New race attack fear for athlete
94% relevance 04/04/2000
A car belonging to triple jumper Ashia Hansen is broken into raising police fears the
incident is linked to a racist attack on her boyfriend.

similar stories
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Dissidents claim army attack
94% relevance 01/03/2000
A man claiming to represent a dissident republican paramilitary group says it was
planning an attack on a County Tyrone army base.

similar stories

Rapist suspected of more attacks
94% relevance 22/02/2000
Detectives hunting a serial rapist in Bath and Bristol have linked him to another two
attacks on women, bringing the total to 13.

similar stories

Mondays 'bring heart attacks'
94% relevance 21/01/2000
Weekend boozing and the stress of returning to work could contribute to a higher rate of
heart attacks on a Monday, according to research.

similar stories
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